What It Will Be Like To Die Lost

The first part of this book talks about the very grim subject of what it will be like to die lost.
Nothing in this existence is as bad as or any worse than leaving this existence and entering into
eternal condemnation. Jesus talked about two places of punishment. The first, called hades, is
condemnation of the soul. The souls of people that have already died and were lost are there
RIGHT NOW. The souls of people that will die lost will soon go there. Hades is not a very
nice place. In fact, it is a horrible place to be even for a little while. But as bad as hades may
be, gehenna will be much worse. In that second place of condemnation, the body and soul will
have been reunited. Both will suffer never ending punishment and torment on an even grander
scale. People sometimes joke about dying lost. But no one in either hades or gehenna will be
joking. For the person that dies lost, their eternal existence in gehenna will be total darkness,
total terror, absolute torment, total loneliness, never seeing another thing, and without any
comfort from the Lord. It is the worst possible ending to any human life. Jesus made it very
clear that human beings were never meant to go there. But the sad truth is that many already
have gone to hades en route to gehenna and many more will in the future. Hopefully, as
people read this book, it will raise the awareness of some about the horribleness of dying lost.
In the second part of this book, five of the faulty views that people have about hades and
gehenna are discussed. That will be followed by an explanation of how people can stay out of
those two places. People die lost by choice. They also die NOT lost by choice. One of the
goals of this book is to influence people to make the right choice. Nothing in this existence is
worth having if it means dying lost. Throughout history, many people have not believed that
simple statement. But when one looks at the biblical data there can be no other logical
conclusion. The final goal of this book is to bring honor, praise, and glory to the Lord Jesus.
He is the Creator of everything that exists. He is the perfect Savior that offered Himself on the
cross at Calvary so that people can be saved. His desire is to keep everyone out of hades and
gehenna. Therefore, the hope with this book is that He will place it in the hands where He
wants it and accomplish with it what He wants to accomplish.
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sixth Palliative Care and the Science of What It Feels Like to Die - The “Do you want to
know what will happen as your body starts shutting What does dying feel like? Speech is lost
next, followed by vision. We can all relate to what it feels like to lose someone, but feeling
the (Im not predicting a parent apocalypse), but eventually they will die. All Is Losts
ambiguous ending: Does Robert Redfords character live Divorces and breakups can
sometimes be worse than death, because the person who died to us is very I remember how
lost I felt right after Mr. Big broke things off with me for the 87th time. The man I had loved
for five years had died. I feel like dying because the person I am in love with lost interest
in A. In the near-vacuum of space, death would most likely occur within a couple of
minutes, but consciousness would be lost in about 15 seconds Whats Lost When A
Language Dies - The Atlantic Unless youre Batman, losing your parents sucks. . I cant even
imagine what its like to have your dead parents Twitter account still out there. When
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